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psychological profiles 35
risk factors 32–6
surrogacy 40
types and demographics 32, 34
sleep disorders 16–17
small for gestational age (SGA) infants 35–6, 80
SMI see severe and enduring mental illness
smoking 86
fetal, neonatal and infant health 55, 258
incidence and prevalence 254–5
interventions 157, 263
psychopharmacological interventions 264–5
SNRIs see serotonin and norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors
social aspects 195–205
adolescent parenthood 70–1, 75–6
case vignette 195–6
developmental disabilities 307, 308–9
disabled parents 311
ethnopsychiatry 196–9, 201–2
family conflicts 199
HIV/AIDS 105
matricentric traditions 201–2
misunderstandings 200–2
psychotherapy and diplomacy 198–9, 202
religion 200
sorcery and superstition 199–201
Social Care Institute for Excellence (SCIE) 321–2
social caregiving 349
social dependence 112
social determinants of health development 437–8
social exclusion 311, 315
social health policy 56
social model of mental health 317, 432
social position of women 433–4
social referencing 353
social relationships see interpersonal abilities
social services 313–14, 330
social support see support networks
socialization 360, 361
socio-economic factors 429–42
abnormal states during pregnancy 154
adolescent parenthood 68, 70, 77
attachment 343–4
competent fetus 25
depression 340, 342–4
developmental disabilities 307, 309
fetal well-being 94
filicide 208, 213
good-enough parenting 438–9
health promotion 434–5
historical overview 3
human rights 434
malnutrition 344–5
maternal orientations 15
maternal social position 433–4
mortality and morbidity 430–2
non-organic failure to thrive 344–5
paternal orientations 20–1
postnatal disturbances 17
poverty 337–48
prevention and intervention 434–7
resource-constrained countries 430–2
single parenthood 33–4, 35, 37
social determinants of health development 437–8
social model of mental health 432
trauma 243
socio-emotional relationships 185, 186–90, 401, 417, 432
sorcery 199–201
special needs 273, 381, 409
Spielberg State Trait Anxiety Inventory 151
spontaneous abortion 131, 135
spontaneous pregnancies 61
SSRIs see selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors
STDs see sexually transmitted diseases
sterility see infertility
sterilization 94–5, 316
stigmatization 47
stillbirths see perinatal loss
Strange Situation paradigm 4, 10, 177, 188, 419, 422
strengthening families 261–2
stress during pregnancy 51–8
animal studies 52
definitions 52–3
fetal and neonatal impacts 54
human studies 52–6
infants and development 55
interventions 147–60
long-term impacts 55
multifetal pregnancies 54
postnatal behavior 52
postnatal glucose metabolism 52
prenatal stress 53–4
social health policy 56
timing and chronicity 53
structural teratogenesis 131–5
substance abuse 251–70
abnormal states during pregnancy 148, 157–8
addiction and dependence 252, 257
adolescent parenthood 68, 71
adolescents/young women 253–4, 258–9
context and consequences 255–9
definitions and key concepts 251–2
developmental disorders 258
fetal, neonatal and infant health 257–8
fetal well-being 89, 91
incidence and prevalence 253–5
interventions 262–5
legal assessment 380
management 259–62
mortality 255
paternal psychological disorders 233, 234
perinatal 254–5, 258–9, 262–5
substance abuse (Continued)
physical health effects on parents 256
postnatal mental disorders 222
psychiatric disorders 261
psychological disorders 80, 256–7
psychological interventions 261
psychopharmacological interventions 263–5
regulatory frameworks 252–3
service models 265
strengthening families 261–2
withdrawal syndromes 257
sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) 164, 389
suicidality 16, 79
abnormal states during pregnancy 148, 155–6
fetal well-being 93
filicide 210–11, 213
postnatal mental disorders 219
substance abuse 255
superstition 199–201
support networks 1, 10
adolescent parenthood 70–1, 75–6
cultural and social aspects 201
developmental disabilities 307, 308–9
disabled parents 311, 313, 315–16, 318–21
filicide 213
immigration 329
interpersonal abilities 190–1
postnatal mental disorders 223–4
psychological disorders 81
single parenthood 33, 36
surrogate mothers 43, 48
transition to parenthood 175
unintended pregnancies 294
supportive therapy 156
surrogate mothers 39–49
attachment and bonding during pregnancy 44–6
characteristics, motivations and experiences 43–4
child’s genetic identity 41–2
clinical vignette 39
disclosure of gestation 44
expenses 39–40
 genetic versus gestational surrogacy 40–2, 47
mental health complications 39, 45–6
relinquishing the baby 43–4, 47–8
social context 47–8
system abuse 314
systems theory 185–6
task-based parenting 313
teaching observations 364–5
teenage pregnancies see adolescent parenthood
temperamental effects 55
teratogenic risk 131, 133–4, 142, 386
termination of pregnancy
developmental disabilities 302
disabled parents 316
fetal well-being 89–90, 93
legal and political positions 89–90, 93
unintended pregnancies 60–1, 63, 292
tetracylic antidepressants 133, 394–5
Therapeutic Jurisprudence 376
Thinking Healthy Program (THP) 436, 438
thioxanthenes 140
THP see Thinking Healthy Program
tokophobia 82–3, 151
trans-cultural situations 332
transactional model 186
transformation of affect 422
transformative theoretical concepts 183–90
transition to parenthood 171–9
attachment 172–5, 177–8
emotional disorders 172–3
prevention and early intervention 176
psychological aspects 173–5
psychopathological aspects 172, 175–6
risk and resilience 172–3
trauma 71–2, 241–9
child abuse and neglect 242–4
disabled parents 316
fetal well-being 89
HIV/AIDS 104
immigration 329–30
parent–infant psychotherapies 409
prevention and intervention 245–6
see also post-traumatic stress disorder
traumatic delivery 82–3
tree of life 329
triadic assessment 421
triadic capacities 122
triangular emotional system 358–9
tricyclic antidepressants 133, 393–4
TWAEK questionnaire 259
twins see multifetal pregnancies
ultrasound
abnormal states during pregnancy 151
competent fetus 27
INDEX
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cultural factors 331
multifetal pregnancies 100
psychopharmacological interventions 141–2
unintended pregnancies 59–66
adoption and foster parenthood 296
attachment 290, 294–5
clinical vignettes 62–3, 64, 289–90
contexts 291–2, 297
continuation of pregnancy 293
desire for a child 59–62
disabled parents 316
incidence and prevalence 290–1
interventions 136–7, 297–8
mental health 64–5
mental representations 293–6
perinatal complications 293
rape, incest and denials of pregnancy 63–4, 289–99
sibling relationships 297
termination of pregnancy 60–1, 63, 292
unresolved trauma 71–2
very low birth weight (VLBW) 277, 284–6
viability 92
video-feedback interventions 75–6
visits to biological parents 275
vitamin B12 deficiency 80
VLBW see very low birth weight
vulnerability 327
parent–infant relationship 420, 426
parenting competency 378
socio-economic factors 342
vulnerable child syndrome 164

Waters’ Attachment Q sort 177
what does what (WDW) dialogues 365
withdrawal syndromes 257, 365
work–family factors 10, 15, 31–2

Yale Inventory of Parental Thoughts and Actions (YIPTA) 117–18

This index was prepared by Neil Manley